Humans use facial cues to convey social dominance and submission. Despite the evolutionary importance of this social ability, how the brain recognizes social dominance from the face is unknown. We used event-related brain potentials (ERP) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine the neural mechanisms underlying social dominance perception from facial cues. Participants made gender judgments while viewing aggression-related facial expressions as well as facial postures conveying dominance or submission. ERP evidence indicates that the perception of dominance from aggression-related emotional expressions occurs early in neural processing while the perception of social dominance from facial postures arises later. Brain imaging results show that activity in the fusiform gyrus, superior temporal gyrus and lingual gyrus, is associated with the perception of social dominance from facial postures and the magnitude of neural response in these regions differentiates between perceived dominance and perceived submissiveness.
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kingdom from simple organisms, such as ants and bees, to more complex ones, including chickens, wolves and primates (Wilson, 1975) , dominant groups and individuals within the hierarchy often have primary access to precious resources such as food, territory and mates while submissive individuals may expect protection or care from those of higher rank (Fiske, 1992) . Given the importance of access to resources for survival, recognizing who is socially dominant within the group is critical to the welfare of the individual as well as to the maintenance of overall group stability and cohesion.
Prior social psychological research suggests that people infer social dominance from two kinds of facial cues: aggression-related emotional expressions and facial postures that vary in eye gaze and vertical head orientation. Facial expressions of anger, a signal of threat or potential aggression, are perceived as highly dominant, while fearful expressions are perceived as highly submissive (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 2000; Knutson, 1996) . Aggression-related emotional displays are expressed to instigate fi ghts that challenge an existing hierarchical order or to jockey for position during the formation of a new social hierarchy (Ellyson & Dovidio, 1985) . Additionally, people may also use neutral facial postures to convey their social position (Ellyson & Dovidio, 1985) . In particular, facial postures consisting of direct eye gaze and an upward head tilt express dominance, while facial postures with averted eye gaze and a downward head orientation communicate submission (Mignault & Chaundhuri, 2003) . These neutral facial postures have been shown to effectively communicate social dominance and submission (Mignault & Chaunduri, 2003) , however, unlike anger and fear facial expressions, they do not necessarily communicate the potential for aggression to the same extent as aggression-related emotional expressions (Hess, etal., 2000) . Instead, neutral facial postures of dominance and submission may be more effective signals of social status in a stable social hierarchy, rather than signals to instigate a change in social hierarchy or to jockey for position during the formationof a social hierarchy. Given the prevalence of social hierarchy within and across social groups (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999) as well as the adaptive benefi ts of accurate social dominance perception, it is plausible that the ability to infer social dominance derives from adaptive mechanisms in the mind and brain specialized for recognizing social dominance cues in others. However, despite rich understanding of how people infer social dominance and submission from nonverbal cues, little is known about how neural systems facilitate the perception of social dominance from facial cues in humans.
Intracranial event-related potential (ERP) recordings from squirrel monkeys reveal a graded N200 amplitude response to pictures of high, medium and low status monkey and human neutral faces (Pineda, Sebestyen, & Nava, 1994) . Social status of the face was determined by independent ratings from human perceivers who fi rst observed separate group interactions of humans and monkeys and then ranked each individual human and monkey's social status within their respective social group. High-ranking faces elicited the largest N200 amplitude, followed by mid-ranking and then low-ranking faces. In previous work on humans the N200 has been associated with face processing and visual attention (Allison, Puce, Spencer, & McCarthy, 1999a ,1999b . The work on monkeys suggests that the N200 might also be infl uenced by social status cues. More recently, a neuropsychological investigation showed that human patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex are not impaired in making social dominance judgments from facial cues, despite profound impairments in other kinds of social cognitive tasks (Karafi n, Tranel, & Adolphs, 2004) . These results suggest that the neural machinery underlying social dominance perception may involve cortical areas associated with face recognition and visual attention, but to a certain extent, are likely to be distinct from the neural bases of other kinds of basic social inferences, such as emotion recognition.
Convergent evidence from neuropsychological, neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies shows that social inferences from emotional expressions recruit a network of brain regions, including the temporal and occipitotemporal cortex, the amygdala, and frontal regions of 203 the brain (Adolphs, 2002 (Adolphs, , 2003 Phan Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002; Sprengelmeyer, Rausch, Eysel, & Przuntek, 1998) . Certain regions, such as the medial prefrontal and the superior temporal cortices are thought to be essential for core computations for emotional processing (Adolphs, 2002; Frith 2007) . The superior temporal gyrus processes dynamic, changeable features of the face that are critical to conveying emotion (e.g. eye and mouth movements) (Allison, Puce, & Mc Carthy, 2000; Langton, Watt, & Bruce, 2000) . This region including the superior temporal gyrus and temporal pole are thought to have bidirectional projections to and from the amygdala, which is thought to assess the valence and intensity of emotional stimuli (Adolphs, 2003) . Limbic and paralimbic cortical regions, such as the amygdala, hippocampus, insula and orbitofrontal regions, may facilitate emotion recognition from the face by 'simulating' the emotional state conveyed in the emotional expression and drawing on prior experiences (Adolphs, 2002; Wild, Erb, & Bartels, 2001) . In contrast to social dominance inference which occurs around 200 ms into the processing stream (Pineda, et al., 1994) emotion recognition from the face is a highly rapid process with modulation of early cortical activity by affect occurring as early as 112 ms poststimulus (Pizzagalli et al., 2002) .
To determine whether perceiving social dominance from an emotional expression and a facial posture recruits similar or distinct neural circuitry, we used electrophysiological and brain imaging techniques to measure brain activity while participants viewed greyscale pictures from a standardized set of angry, fearful, neutral, dominant and submissive faces in two experiments (Figure 1 ). Participants viewed blocks of faces alternating within blocks of fi xation crosses. While viewing each face, participants made a gender judgment and responded with an appropriate button press. As with previous studies on social perception from the face, we predicted that there would be a neural response to each facial display despite the absence of explicit processing of emotion (Adolphs, 2002; Phan, et al., 2002) . We then investigated participant's ability to recognize each type of face with a post-scanning explicit recognition test. In this test, participants saw each face again and rated how angry, fearful, submissive, dominant and approachable the face seemed on 1 to 7 Likert scales.
Based on the distinct communicative functions of facial expressions of emotion and facial postures of social dominance, we hypothesized that distinct neural systems underlie the perception of social dominance from these two facial cues.
Method

General procedure
All participants were healthy, right-handed Caucasian college males 1 recruited from the Boston, MA and Hanover, NH area. Stimuli for both experiments consisted of grey-scale photographs of 20 males and 20 females with either an anger, fearful, dominant, submissive or neutral facial expression and a fi xation cross (see Figure 1 ). All photographs were standardized for size, luminance and background in Adobe Photoshop. For both experiments, participants viewed each face serially and performed a gender categorization task.
ERP experiment
Fourteen healthy, right-handed male Caucasian college students participated in this study. Each facial image was on the screen for 750 ms (visual angle ~4.3°) and was preceded by a 200 ms baseline period. There was a 2000 ms interval between trials. During the ITI and baseline periods, a cross fi xation was displayed in the center of the screen. Presentation order of the faces was randomized for each participant with each picture in the set being displayed eight times. There were four breaks evenly spaced throughout the study so that the participants could rest.
Electroencephalogram (EEGs) were recorded from nine cortical sites (Fz, C3, Cz, C4, Pz, T5, T6, O1, O2) using an electrode cap from ElectroCap International, Inc. Electrooculogram was recorded using tin electrodes placed on the outer canthi, right supraorbital and right suborbital positions. Cortical impedances did not exceed 5 kW. Cortical signals were amplifi ed and fi ltered using a Biopac Systems EEG100B EEG amplifi er. EEG was measured with a tin electrode attached to the tip of the nose as reference (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1983) . Cortical signals were passed through an analog high-and low-pass fi lter at 0.01 Hz and 35 Hz, respectively. Digital sampling for all physiological signals occurred at 250 Hz.
Data were segmented into 1000 ms post stimulus epochs with a 200 ms prestimulus baseline and organized by trial type. Eye blink and movement were digitally corrected according to established standards (Gratton et al., 1983) . EEG data were manually scored to exclude trials with artifact. Trials were then baselined to 200 ms prestimulus and averaged for each participant within each stimulus condition. A Principal Components Analysis was performed in order to elucidate specifi c components. Based on this analysis and visual inspection of grand means and individual subject means, epoch windows were selected for components, P1, recorded from O1 and O2 sites, and N200, recorded from T5 and T6 sites. The window for P1 was 129-135ms and for N200 was 160-215 ms. The P1 and N200 components were then peak picked within its epoch window. Amplitude and latency for P1 and N200 underwent statistical analysis using SPSS software.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging ( fMRI) experiment
Seven Caucasian healthy, right-handed male college students participated in this study. A block design was used consisting of eight functional runs. For each functional run, participants viewed facial stimuli in fi ve epochs separated by six epochs of fi xation. Each epoch contained photographs of 10 angry, 10 fearful, 10 dominant, 10 submissive, or 10 neutral facial expressions. Order of epoch presentation was counterbalanced across runs for each individual. Each stimulus was shown for 2000 ms with an interstimulus interval of 500 ms.
Participants were scanned using a 1.5T GE Signa scanner with a custom-made headcoil. Foam padding around the head was used to minimize head movement. Twenty-two contiguous coronal slices (5 mm thickness, 1 mm gap) were collected at 1.5 T (GE Signa) using a gradientecho echo-planar pulse sequence (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 40 ms, fl ip angle = 90°, FOV = 24 × 24 cm, matrix acquisition = 64 × 64 voxels). Highresolution T1-weighted images were acquired for all slices that received functional scans. These anatomical images were used for slice selection before functional imaging and to correlate functional activation with anatomical structures.
Following scanning, participants were given an explicit behavioral rating test. Participants viewed stimuli previously presented on a Macintosh laptop computer screen and evaluated how much each face seemed angry, afraid, dominant, submissive and approachable on a Likert scale from 1-7. Participants indicated their responses with an appropriate button press. Mean ratings of behavioral data were computed for each of the rating types and face type for each participant. These mean ratings were then analyzed using a 5 (ratings: angry, fearful, dominant, submissive, approachable) × 5 (face type: angry, fearful, dominant, fearful, neutral) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Preprocessing and statistical analysis on anatomical and functional images were conducted using SPM99. Raw functional images were fi rst reconstructed into ANALYZE format and then motion corrected in three dimensions using the six parameter, rigid-body, least squares realignment routine. T1-weighted anatomical images were then spatially normalized to the T1 template. Parameters created from this routine were used to normalize each individual participant's motion-corrected functional images into common stereotaxic space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) . Normalized images were smoothed using a 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
Single participant analysis was performed using a fi xed effects general linear model. For each participant, contrast images were derived for relevant contrasts of interest. Group analysis was conducted using individual participant's contrast images by entering them into a random effects general linear model, which allows for population inference. Signifi cant clusters of activation for each contrast of interest are reported in Table 2 at a statistical threshold of p < .005, extant threshold > 5 voxels. Coordinates of activation were converted from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates outputted from SPM into Talairach coordinates using the mni2tal algorithm in MATLAB. Talairach coordinates were converted into Brodmann areas using Talaiarch Daemon software.
Given our a priori interest in examining the relationship between the conscious perception of dominance and submission from two kinds of facial cues and brain activity, regression analyses were conducted in SPM99, using the simple regression algorithm. For each participant, a behavioral rating difference score was computed as mean dominance ratings for dominant faces minus mean dominance ratings for neutral faces. Additionally, a behavioral rating difference score was also computed as mean submissive ratings for submissive faces minus mean submissive ratings for neutral faces. Each participant's dominant difference scores were then entered into the SPM analysis as a regressor along with each participant's contrast image of dominant faces to neutral faces. Submissive difference scores were also entered as a regressor into a separate SPM simple regression analysis along with each participant's contrast image of submissive faces to neutral faces. The resulting contrast images were superimposed over a group mean anatomical image created in SPM99 for visualization purposes. Results of the regression were fi rst inspected at the p < .001, and then visualized at the p < .01, uncorrected level, for better visualization purposes. We did not conduct additional regression analyses using emotion ratings given our central interest in identifying neural regions that were critical to social dominance inference, rather than emotion recognition.
Results
ERP study results
Participants made highly accurate gender categorization judgments (M = 91.8%, SE = 1.2 %).
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Participants demonstrated a signifi cant owngender bias such that they categorized male faces (M = 93.3%, SE = 1.2%), better than female faces (M = 90.3 %, SE = 1.5%) (F(1, 13) = 5.7, p < .03). Gender categorization ability did not significantly differ across type of face (F(4, 52) = 0.54, p = .71). However, participants' accuracy significantly varied as a function of both gender and type of face (F(4, 52) = 4.81, p < .002). Male participants were signifi cantly less accurate at recognizing gender in female angry faces (M = 83.0%, SE = 5.7%) relative to male angry faces (M = 96.7%, SE = 1.2%) and all other types of female faces. Of all the female faces, male participants recognized the submissive female faces most accurately (M = 93.3%, SE = 1.5%). In contrast, male participants were least accurate at recognizing gender in submissive male faces (M = 91.3%, SE = 0.9%) relative to all other male faces.
ERPs differed in their temporal sensitivity to the two kinds of facial cues of social dominance. An early ERP, the P1 component, occurring approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset and recorded over occipital regions of the brain, 206 showed early sensitivity to fearful facial expressions, in both amplitude (M = 7.65, SE = 0.89) (F(4, 52) = 2.56, p < .05), and latency (M = 130.92 ms, SE = 2.12) (F(4, 52) = 4.73, p < .002) (see Figure 2a and Table 2 ). The P1 component has previously been demonstrated to respond preferentially to emotional stimuli and most likely receives contributions from limbic regions (Eimer & Holmes, 2002) .
The N200 component, a later ERP recorded over occipitotemporal regions, displayed modulation in neural response solely to facial postures of social dominance as shown in Figure 2b and Table 2 . Moreover, the direction of N200 amplitude modulation from a neutral face baseline depended on the degree of social dominance conveyed by the facial cue. Dominant facial postures elicited the greatest negative amplitude response (M = -3.66, SE = 0.80) while submissive facial postures evoked the least (M = -2.06, SE = 0.62) (F(4, 52) = 3.06, p < .02).
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The N200 component is typically elicited during face processing (Allison et al., 1999a (Allison et al., , 1999b , and most likely originates from neural activity in the fusiform gyrus and adjoining occipitotemporal brain regions (Allison et al., 2000; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) . As shown by Pineda et al., (1994) , the N200 is sensitive to social status perception in nonhuman primates. Strikingly, our fi ndings corroborate results of previous ERP recordings from nonhuman primates showing a nearly identical pattern of graded N200 amplitude modulation determined by the amount of social dominance conveyed in the facial cue.
fMRI study results
Results from the behavioral recognition test confi rmed that participants explicitly recognized each facial display along the corresponding rating dimension as shown in Table 1 (angry, 5.90 ± 0.52; dominant, 5.30 ± 0.88; neutral, 5.07 ± 0.54; fearful, 6.48 ± 0.36; submissive, 5.71 ± 1.17; F(4, 52) = 63.03, p < 0.0001). 4 Angry expressions were rated as highest on the angry dimension; but, as expected based on previous research, they were also rated as moderately dominant. Similarly, fearful expressions were highest on the fearful dimension but they were also rated as moderately submissive, indicating that angry and fearful facial expressions convey not only emotional states, but also 208 social dominance information. In contrast, dominant and submissive facial postures were rated highly only on the dominant and submissive dimensions, respectively, and not on the emotional dimensions.
Whole-brain imaging results revealed spatially distinct neural systems recruited during perception of the different kinds of facial cues. Angry emotional expressions activated the left postcentral gyrus, left medial occipital gyrus, right medial temporal gyrus, left medial frontal gyrus and left cingulate gyrus while fearful emotional expressions recruited the right anterior cingulate gyrus, left cingulate, left insula and right precentral gyrus (Table 3 ), regions that have been previously implicated in facial emotion recognition (Blair, 2003; Phan et al., 2002) . These brain regions were not activated in response to facial postures of social dominance. In contrast, dominant and submissive facial postures relative to a neutral face baseline activated overlapping regions in the right superior temporal gyrus and right lingual gyrus (Table 3 and Figures 3a and b), areas not recruited during the perception of emotional expressions (Table 3 and Figures 3c  and d) .
To more directly examine the relationship between recognition of dominance and submission and brain activation, we conducted a whole-brain regression analysis using difference scores of behavioral ratings for dominant versus neutral and submissive versus neutral facial postures and brain activation differences in response to dominant versus neutral and submissive versus neutral facial postures. First, dominance ratings were entered as a covariate in the dominant versus neutral face contrast for the seven participants. Higher dominance ratings for dominant relative to neutral faces were signifi cantly correlated with greater signal change in the right fusiform (peak voxel: X = 27, Y = -78, Z = -9) and right superior temporal gyrus (peak voxel: X = 45, Y = -9, Z = 3) (Figures 4a and b) . We conducted a similar regression analysis to investigate the relationship between perceived submission and brain activation using difference scores of submissive ratings for submissive versus neutral faces and differences in brain responses to submissive versus neutral faces. Higher submissive ratings for submissive relative to neutral faces were signifi cantly correlated with greater signal change in the right lingual gyrus (peak voxel: X = 21, Y = -51, Z = -12) and right superior temporal gyrus (peak voxel: X = 60, Y = -15, Z = 3) (Figures 4c and d) .
Discussion
A parsimonious interpretation of the behavioral, electrophysiological and functional neuroimaging results is that social dominance perception occurs from two kinds of facial cues, emotional expressions and facial postures, which recruit temporally and spatially distinct neural responses in the brain. Aggression-related emotional expressions such as fear modulated neural activity as early as 120 ms after stimulus onset while dominant and submissive facial postures affected brain activity later at around 200 ms, which is consistent with prior electrophysiological work on dominance perception in monkeys (Pineda et al., 1994) . Fear and anger expressions elicited Table 3 . Mean peak amplitude (in µV ± SE ) and latency (in ms ± SE ) of the P1 and N200 components, averaged across participants and occipital and temporal sites, respectively P1 N200 greater neural activation in frontal and limbic brain areas whereas dominant and submissive facial postures activated overlapping neural regions including the right superior temporal gyrus and right lingual and adjacent fusiform area. Neural responses to facial postures, in particular, show sensitivity to the type and magnitude of the social dominance cue being perceived. Nonhuman primate single-cell recordings and human brain imaging have previously demonstrated that the superior temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus and lingual gyrus play a critical role in processing specifi c features of faces (e.g. eye gaze direction) and in perceiving actual or implied biological motion (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Perrett, Hietanen, Oram, & Benson, 1992; Puce et al., 2003; Servas, Osu, Santi, & Kawato, 2002) . In particular, recent neuroimaging work in humans on the neural bases of mutual and averted gaze show an increased right lateralized response in the posterior region of cells along the superior temporal gyrus as well as the fusiform gyrus response during direct or mutual eye gaze relative to averted eye gaze (George, Driver, & Dolan, 2001; Pelphrey, Viola, & McCarthy, 2004) . Our neuroimaging results corroborate these fi ndings of a larger right-lateralized neural response to mutual (e.g. dominant facial posture) relative to averted gaze (e.g. submissive facial posture). Moreover, based on single-cell recording in macaques, cells along the upper bank of the superior temporal gyrus have been previously hypothesized as a putative neural region dedicated to the perception and communication -78, -9 and 60, -15, 3 , R 2 = .70 and R 2 = .92, respectively, P < .01) between degree of signal change and perceived dominance; (b) positive correlation in right lingual gyrus and right superior temporal gyrus (peak coordinates 21, -51, -12 and 45, -9, 3 , R 2 = .86 and R 2 = .86, respectively, P < .01, uncorrected) between degree of signal change and perceived submission. of social dominance cues (Allison et al., 2000; Langton et al,. 2000) . Critically, our results extend previous neuroimaging results by showing that the right superior temporal gyrus and fusiform gyrus not only differentiate mere perceptual aspects of faces such as their form, motion and eye gaze direction, but also underlie more complex, social inferences such as the perception of social dominance and submission. Consistent with a prior neuropsychological study of dominance judgments in patients with ventromedial prefrontal cortex damage (Karafi n, Tranel, & Adolphs,, 2004) , we also did not observe greater activation in ventromedial prefrontal cortex during implicit processing of dominant and submissive facial postures.
Our fi ndings regarding when and where the brain processes emotional expressions and facial postures of social dominance may be due to the unique social function of each type of facial cue. Although they convey some social dominance information, facial expressions of fear and anger primarily provide information about a person's emotional state and motivation to fl ee from or instigate aggression (Hess et al., 2000) . It is likely advantageous to have specialized neural machinery that can quickly detect these kinds of facial cues and prepare the perceiver to respond appropriately to a potential threat. Facial postures of social dominance and submission signal neither direct or approaching threat nor acute emotional states (Hess et al., 2000) . Rather, they communicate social standing and thus, subtly cue a broader array of social information such as access to resources, the likelihood of taking the lead or following others, and even mate potential (Fiske, 1992) . Therefore, perceiving social dominance from facial postures may not require as rapid a neural processing stream as aggression-related emotional expressions, but instead involve its own unique neural machinery. Relatedly, the neural population encoding social dominance may be different from that of encoding aggression-related emotional responses because dominance and emotion can vary largely independently. It is possible to be in a dominant or submissive social position with or without expressing aggression, and it is possible to express aggression, whether or not one is in a dominant social position. As a general rule, orthogonal classes of information appear to be processed by separate neuronal populations in the brain. Such modularity permits parallel, rapid, and dedicated processing.
There are several limitations of the current studies. One limitation is the inclusion of only male participants. Social dominance recognition and expression differs in interesting ways between genders. Females are more attuned to interpersonal aggression whereas males are more sensitive to overt acts of physical aggression (Eagly & Steffen, 1986) . Future research is needed to determine whether or not gender differences in social dominance perception exist at the neural level and if so, to what extent this is a result of differences in testosterone. Another limitation of the current research is that it only examines social dominance expressed in faces; however, social dominance is also perceived through bodily postures (e.g. expanded vs. constricted posture) and language use (e.g. polite vs impolite utterances) (Ellyson & Dovidio, 1985; Tiedens, 2001 ). Future work is needed to determine whether or not the neural responses reported here arise from domain-specifi c neural machinery evolved solely to recognize social dominance from different types of perceptual cues or are a result of more general-purpose neural systems dedicated to the integration and interpretation of facial cues along multiple perceptual and social dimensions.
Another limitation of the current study is that we examined the relationship between implicit social dominance inferences and neural responses to facial cues of social dominance and submission. Prior neuroimaging research has demonstrated neural differences in implicit versus explicit processing of emotional expressions (Habel et al., 2007) . Future research may examine the possibility that explicit social dominance inferences may elicit greater common neural circuitry between emotional expressions and facial postures relative to implicit inferences. Finally, we only examined social dominance inferences from one social group, White Americans. Given the wealth of behavioral research suggesting differences in social dominance between different racial, cultural and socioeconomic status groups, it is important for future work to examine whether group membership modulates neural responses to dominant and submissive facial cues (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999) .
In sum, these results provide evidence for spatially and temporally distinct neural populations which perceive social dominance from facial cues and extend previous neurobiological fi ndings from the animal literature to humans. Importantly, the neural correlates associated with the perception of dominance from facial postures (eye gaze and head orientation) seem to be distinct from those related the perception of dominance from facial emotional expressions, such as fear. Given the evolutionary prevalence and importance of social dominance hierarchy across species and across human social groups, it is plausible that the primate brain has specialized mechanisms for perceiving social dominance. The current research provides initial evidence for this hypothesis and lays a foundation for future social neuroscience research examining the extent to which the human brain selectively processes social dominance cues. By characterizing the neurobiological bases of social dominance inference in humans, we may enrich our understanding of how and why social hierarchy permeates social relations between social groups and between individuals within a social group.
Notes
1. Given the importance of gender of both the perceiver and target on social dominance perception and the heightened sensitivity of males to aggression, we only included male participants in the current studies. nalini ambady is a professor of psychology at Tufts University. Her research interests include how social factors interplay with perception, cognition, and behavior across multiple levels of analysis.
